Mobile Workforce Management Solutions:
Apps, Telematics or Cloud
How do you pick the right mobile workforce
Over 30% of all workers in the US as well as inter-

So how does a business go about picking the right

at a desk—or some 60 million people in the US, and
growing rapidly. While this trend has brought about
new challenges to businesses to manage their growing
mobile workforce, it also presents a new opportunity
for businesses to increase revenues by improving prodreds of thousands of dollars.
lenge for small businesses as well as large enterprises.
agement policies such as “Bring Your Own Device”.
provide the general capability to track the mobile em-

-

data such as odometer readings. The data from the
device is delivered to a SaaS or SaaS like website over a
cellular network. This type of service is typically used to
2. Smart phone Apps for Employees where apps are
deployed on the GPS-equipped smart phone. Note that
the phone used here could be the employees phone or
a phone provided by the business. Here again capabilihelps visualize tracking data (Fig. 2), setup business
rules for geofencing alerts, view reports etc.
3. Newest class of mobile workforce management
no apps or setup on the end user’s phone. It relies on
the carrier’s E911 infrastructure to provide GPS or cell-
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FIGURE 1: MOBILE WORKFORCE MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS
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** myGeotracking provides both cloud and app based solution
*myGeotracking app is optimized for battery usage















strong privacy controls to ensure compliance with
operator requirements. The service typically provides
all the management features via a SaaS hosted web
console and requires zero-touch on the end-user’s side.
that businesses ought to consider while they make the
mobile workforce management needs:
•

Fast and easy deployment, with negligible setup

•

Scalability, going from tens to hundreds to thousands of mobile workers seamlessly

•

that supports business needs such as scheduling,
alerts, messaging and reports

•

Flexibility to manage an ever changing workforce
where contract employees or new mobile resources can be added as and when needed
• Fine-grained privacy controls
•
and ERP systems on the back-end

Summary
to use their own devices not only reduces cost but also
improves ease of deployment and provides the scal-

improvements to their mobile workforce management.

FIGURE 2: DATA VISUALIZATION
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